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INTRODUCTION
In 1832, Bellavitis devised the Calcola delle Eguipollenze
which actually dealt systematically with the geometric addition
of vectors and the equality of vectors. The systems of W.R.
Hamilton and H.G. Grassman established 1835-44 may be regarded
as the parents of Vector Analysis. The two authors worked
independently and along different lines--the former on the
subject of quaternion, a sort of “sum” or complex of a scalar
and a vector, though originally defined as the “quotient” of
two vectors , and the latter on algebra of geometric forms.
These devoteoes strove faithfully to prove its power and
usefulness in other branches of mathematics. However, neither
of these systems met the needs of physicists or applied
mathematicians until simplified by Heaviside and W, Gibbs,
the former in England and the latter in America.
The present century has witnessed the appearance of an
Italian school of vector analysts represented by R. Marcolongo
and C. Burali-Forti, both of whom have been chiefly influenced
by Grassman and Hamilton.1
This study by no means claims to treat of the geometry of
the line and plane to which vector methods may be applied but
to cite and explain its power and utility in regard to some
theorems and formulas which may be proved or verified
C. E. Weatherburn, Elementary Vector Analysis (London,
England, 1921), pp. x~ii-xxvi (Introduction).
Hilda Geiringor, “Geometrical Foundations of Mechanics”.
Notes on essential content of lectures, Brown University,
1924 (mimeographed), p. vi (Introduction).
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by means of vector algebra and vector geometry. Several
of these oases display obvious advantages. However,
vector analysis renders its greatest service in the do
mains of mechanics and mathematical physics.
The discussion and explanation of principles and
ideas to be used are followed by their applications to
the proof of familiar theorems from plane geometry and
the verification of familiar and fundamental formul~s
from plane trigonometry. Both systems have been devel
oped by means of a logical organization of the material.
The laws of vector algebra and vector geometry have been
carefully applied lest from analogy to the soalar quantity
some properties may be attributed to the mathematical
vector which do not apply to it.
Care has also been taken in drawing and placing the
figures so that they tall directly under the eye in
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CHAPTER I
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES AND OPERATIONS
The mathematician and the physiciSt deal with quantities
which they find convenient to classify as scalar and vector
quantities. Scalar quantities can be conveniently represented
when the unit of scale is fixed? Some familiar examples of
scalars are mass, volume, density, time, length, and temperature.
On the other hand no scale of numbers can represent adequately
the other kind of quantity. The scale of numbers would only
represent their magnitude but not their direction.2 These
quantities are known as vectors. Some familiar examples of
which are velocity, weight, acceleration, force, potential,
displacement, and momentum.





In order to reveal the power and utility of vector methods in
plane geometry and plane trigonometry, we shall have need for
vector algebra and vector geometry.
A scalar quantity, or briefly a scalar, has magnitude but
is not related to any direction in space.3 An example: 50 feet.
1josiah Willard Gibbs, Vector Analysis.~ (New Haven, 1929)
p. 1.
~~bid.
3 C.E. Weatherburn, op. cit., p.1.
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2
A vector quantity, or briefly a vector, has magnitude and
is definitely related to a direction in space. An example:
50 feet northward.
Vectors having the same magnitude and the same sense or




The module of a vector is the positive number which is the
measure of its length. A unit vector, then, is one whose
magnitude or module is unity. A zero vector or null vector is
one whose module is zero. One vector is said to be the negative





In Fig. 1, note the geometric or graphic~ representation of
a vector. The arrow is called a stroke. Its tail or its
initial point is its origin, and its head or final point, its
terminus.
Since vectors having the same magnitude and direction are
equal or since two directed couples of points which can be
transformed into each other by a parallel transformation
define the same vector2, the “parallelogram law” enables us
2The notations /a/ and mod a are used for module of a.
Josi~i Willard Gibbs, op. cit., p.8.
Hilda Geiringer, op. cit., p. 1.
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to see that a vector may be the sum of two or more component
parts.
If two vectors ~ and ~ be drawn from a reference point 0 we
see that the sum of the two vectors is the vector determined by
the diagonal of the parallelogram (fig. 2).
a.
Pij2
That is, the sum or resultant of two vectors is found by placing
the origin of the second upon the terminus of the first and
drawing the vector from the origin of the first to the terminus
of the second ~nd the order in which they are added does not
affect thesui?. Also ( +E~) 4. c = a + (~+~) -----(1)
for in figure 3, ~ ~ (~ + U) 4’ ~ ~ + (~ 4. ‘i).
Fig~3
The subtraction of one vector from another may be understood
as the addition of its negative (fig. 4).
Fig. 4
1Eulda Geiringer, op. cit., p.9.
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The figure shows that
— ~ : ~ + (4) = ~ (2)
A vector is said to be multiplied by a positive soalar when
its magnitude is multiplied by that soalar and its direction is
left unaltered1. Thus if ~ be a velocity of 10 knots South by
West, 3* times V equals 35 knots with the direction still South
by West. And
~ (~ ) n (in ~ (in n) 1 (3)
(in + nY ~ in ~ + n ~ (4)
mC~ 4 ~) : in ~ + ~ 5 ————— (5)
— + 15) — _~... _~• (6)
Thus the laws which govern addition, subtraction, and
scalar multiplication of v~tors are identic~1 wit~h those
governing these operations In or4inary algebra2.
Vectors are said to be collinear when parallel to the same
line; vectors which lie in or are parallel to the same plane
are coplanar.
A vector can conveniently be divided into two components
at right angles if vectors consi4ered are coplanar; three if
non—coplanar3.
1Josiah Willard Gibbs, op. cit., p. 7.
_____ pp. 12 — 13. Also see equations (1), (3) — (6).
3JosepIi George Coffin, Vector AnalysiS, (New York, 1911),
pp. 8-9.
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If vectors are coplanar, unit vectors along x and y axes
are T and 3 respectively. In x T and y 3’, x and y are the
magnitudes or soalar parts of these vectors respectively and
! and ~ the directions.
If vectors are non-coplanar, they may simply make up a
rectangular system familiar in Solid Cartesian Geometry.
Lef± -handBcl.
Fig. 5
Similarly in z 1~, z is the magnitude and IZ the direction
1
(fig. 5)
In case two equal vectors are expressed in terms of one
vector, or two non—coplanar vectors, or three non—coplanar
vectors, the corresponding coefficients are equal2.
The sca].ar or dot product of two vectors ~ and ‘~ obeys
the laws of ordinary multiplication and is a scalar defined
• = ab coaCa, ~) ————(7)
If • : 0, then ~ (8)
since cos 900 ~ 0, and oos 2700 ~ o.






— ~.T ~ 0._I
The vector or cross product of two vectors ~ and ~ is a
vector quantity and is defined
x ~ ab sinC~, ~) —
where € is a unit vector perpendicular to the plane of
— 1
a and ~ and ab in (a, ~) the magnitudes of a and ~ .
The commutative law does not hold for
~ -(ii)
The distibutive law holds for





sin 00 _ 0,






1Joaeph George Coffin, op. cit., p. 35.
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Summary of Chapter~. Scalal’ quantities possess magnitude
only while vector quantities possess magnitude and direction.
Equal vectors have equ~l magnitude and the same direction.
A null of zero vector has module of zero. A vector is unal
tered by translating it parallel to itself. Vectors are added
according to the parallelogram law. To subtract one vector
from another reverse its direction and add. Addition, sub
traction and multiplication of vectors by a scalar follow the
same laws as in algebra.
A vector may be resolved into three component parts
parallel to any three non—coplanar vectors in the following
manner:
~ xT.y3*zk
where!, T and ~ are unit vectors fonning a left—handed
rectangular system from Solid Cartesian Geometry.
The scalar product of two vectors is equal to the product
of their length multiplied by- the cosine of the angle between
them, i.e.,
~ abcosCZ,~).
If this product. is zero, the vectors are perpendicular. The
scalar products of!, 3, ~ are
~ I.~ ~ ~.T ~ o.
The vector product of two vectors is equal in magnitude
to the product of their lengths multiplied by the sine of the
angle between them and the direction is the unit vector ~
8
normal to~ the plane of the two vectors, i. e.,
xW ~ ~ absin,b).
If this product is zero, the two vectors are parallel. ~he




3x~ -1~x3 = T
~xT :Tx~
CHAPTER II
VECTOR METHODS IN PL~E GEOMETRY
Frequently, problems in plane geometry can be easily and
sometimes advantageously solved by vector methods; in this
chapter we shall consider several forms of vector equations of
a circle, some examples from plane geometry in this connection
and still other examples concerning parallelograms and the
triangle.
The vector equation of a circle. may take on either of tbree
forms according as the reference point ‘is. at center, on the
circle or outside the circle1...
Let circle 0 be the circle with radius a and. reference
point at 0
Fig.6
with tracing out the circle (fig. 6), then
~ a,
—2 2r ~ a.
Or,
~2-a2~ 0
which is one form of the vector equation of a circle.
1oseph George Coffin1 op. cit., pp. 61—63.
9
• in in I- ~Iin4 d~kInnL,l~
10
When reference point is outside the circle at 0, and ~
and the fundamental
Fig. 7





r — 2r . c ~ a — c, — — —(14),
a second form ofthe vector equation of a circle.
If the reference point 0 is on the circle (fig. 8),
Fig.8
then ~ ~ and (14) becomes
— 2~ • ~ 0. (15)
r
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In connection with a theorem which follows, the vector
equation of the bisector of the angle between two straight
lines and the centroid of two points are needed.
To derive this equation let OA and OB be straight lines,
parallel to unit vector~, and S (figure 9). Take 0 as origin
B
PQ is // OA, and let P be any point on the bisector. Since
Li ~L2 and thenL2 ~L4 so that OQ ~ PQ, and OQ and PQ are paral
lel to ~ and ~ respectively. Therefore, the position vector
of P is
~ t (~ + 5) — -——(16)
where t is a variable scalar.
The vector equation of the bisector of the supplementary
angle would be
t + (—5)) t(~ —5) (17)
since the direction of the unit vector is opposite that of S.
The position vector of P for the origin 0 is ~V.
Given n points whose position vectors relative to an origin
0 are ~, ~, ...... The point P whose position vector is
a,. q.S +... -
p i q —-—8)
if Pi q, ............. are real numbers, is called the centroid.




The centroid of two points A, B with associated numbers
Pi q divides the line ~B in the ratio q:p for then
pa+qb
op p~q
whether p and q are negative or positive1.
B. Weatberburn, op. cit., pp. 9 — 10.
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Theorem 1. An angle inscribed in a semi—circle is
measured by one half the intercepted arc.
In figure 8:
Given: GO, L(~, ~)
To prove: L(~, S)
1’-
is inscribed.
is measured by ~ 002.
2a ~ b
~. (~—2~) ~
2~ • : 0.
• ~ 0 , and L(6, !) 90°.
But 002 180°,
L(~, r)~ ~002
Theorem 2. The line of centers of two intersecting
circles is perpendicular to the common chord (fig. 10).
Pig. 10
Given:(~) Cl and 02 intersecting at 0 and 0’;
c1c2 is line of centers, 00, is common chord.
To prove: 00’!. c1c2.
Prom (15), equation of c~ : r —
-2












~• ~ : 0.
r.(c2c1) . 0.
(C2 ~) : 0
_L 0201.
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Corollary. The two lines of centers, 0103 and 0204, of
four equivalent circles, each tangent to the preceding one and




Theorem 3. Both pairs of opposite sides of a parallelo
gram are equal (fig. 11).
Fig. 11
Given: £17 ABC D.
To prove: A B ~ C D and A C = B D.
Conat.: Join A to D and let ~ ~ ~, ~
~ and~~c.
Then ~ and~+~~e.
a + d ~+ ~
and
.. by (13), we have
(~—~)x(~—!) 0,





€ ac sin A - ~ be sin A - € ad sin A + € bd sin A = 0,
~ [sin A (ac bd — ad — be )]~ 0,
~{sin A [c(a — b) — d(a — b)j~}= o,
and E sinA (c-d)(a-b)~O.
Since ~ 0 and sin A 0 in this case1, then a ~ b
or o .~ d.
If a ~ b, then c ~ d; or if c d, then a ~ b for a - b ~ c - d.
a~b orABCD and od or AC~BD.
Theorem 4. In a parallelogram the diagonal divides it
into two congruent triangles. (See fig. 11.)
Given: ~JA B C 0.
To prove: ~A B 0 ~?‘ ~A C 0.
From theorem 3, A B ~ C D and A C ~ B 0
and by identity, A 0 ~ A D.
.. since three sides of one are equal to three sides of the
other, ~ A B 0 c?~~ 4A C 0.
Corollary. In a parallelogram, opposite sides and
opposite angles are equal.
Theorem 5. In a para~.le1ogram the two diagonals bisect
each other ( fig. 12).
Fig. 12
Given:LJA B C 0 with diagonals AD and BC.
C
1Sin A ~ Ofor if sinA ~ 0,LA would equal 0~, 180°






B~ (13), we have
(!—~)x(~—!) ~ 0,
Then
?x~ -gxh - ?xT ÷ ~xT 0,
~ f h sin (f, Ii) — g h sin(f, h)
- ~ f 1 sin (f, h) + ~ g 1 ain(f, h) ~ 0
~ [sin(f,h)(fh_gh_f1+g1)l ~ 0,
and ~ { sin (f, h) ~h(f - g) - i(f — g)]}
or ~ sin (f, h)(b — 1)(f — g) ~ 0.




If h~l then f ~ g
orif f~g then h ~ 1
for f-g = h - 1~
f:g or CO ~ OB
and h~1 orAO = OD.
1~j~ (f, h) ~ 00 for i~ sin Cr, h) : 0, L(f, h)
would equal 0 , 180 , or 360 and the figure would not be
a parallelogram.
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and ~ ~ 1s~.
C
Theorem 6. The line which joins one vertex of a
para11e1Ogr~ to the midpoint of an opposite side triseots
the diagonal from an adjacent vertex (fig. 13).
Pig. 13
Given: 1Z7 OB 0 D, E the midpoint of 0 D, 0 0 the
diagonal, and B E meeting 0 0 at R.
To prove: OR ~ 1,13 00.
Let~ =
Then ~prOvO OR ~ 1/3 (~ +
OR OE 4’ ER ~ 1/2 ~ + x(S - 1/2 ~)
where x is an unknqwfl scalar representing some portion or
fractional part of EB and
OR
where y is an unknown scalar representing some fractional
part of 00 to be shown equal to 1/3.
Hence 1/2 + xCE - 1/2 ) ~ y (~ 4’
or l/2~+x1/2X~ y~ +
or x • 1/2(1 - xY~ y ~ + y
By equating corresponding coefficients (p. 5), we get
x ~ y and 1/2 (1 - x)
Solving simultaneOUslY, we obtain
7 ~ 1/3
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Corollary. If OB 1/n OD, then
- j~+1
Theorem ?. The sum of the squares of the diagonals of a
parallelogram is equal to twice the sum of the squares of two
consecutive sides (figure 14).
Pig. 14
Given: £~A B C D with diagonals BD and AC.
To prove: (AC)2 + (BD)2: 2 r (~j~)2 + (j~)2)









+ ~ 2(a.a ~
or
(Ac)2 + (BD)2 2 [(AD)2 + (~)2]
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Theorem 9. The bisector of an angle of. a triangle
divides the opposite side into segments which are pro—
portiona]. to the adjacent sides (figure 15).
A
Fig. 15
Given: ~ A B C, CM bisecting LO
To prove: AC : BC :: ~M : BM
With C as origin, let ~X ~ and a~




where t is a variable soalar. Let t ~ b.S ~
then
- a~+b~r - b + a
which is the controid of the points A and B with associated
numbers b and a respectively and therefore lies in AB,
dividing it into
b : a or ratio BC : AC • 1
1
C. E. Weatherburn, op. cit., pp. 9-10.
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Corollary. If the end—points of the sides of the
exterior angle of a triangle are joined together, the
bisector of that angle divides the line joining the end
points into segments which are proportional to the sides
of the angle, i. e.,
. n 1~1~ .
Id • •• •
where ON is the bisector (figure ]M.
Fig. 15’.
Summary Chapter It. The vector equation of a circle
a. with reference point at center is
—2
- a : 0.
b. with reference point outside of circle is
—2 —— —2r — 2r .0 ~ a — c
c. with reference point on circle is
~2 2~J ~
The vector equation of the bisector of the angle
between two straight lines OA and OB, parallel to unit






and the bisector of its supplement is
~ t (;—~).
The position vector of P for the origin 0 is ~!
Given n points whose position vectors relative to an
origin 0 are ~, ~, ..., the point P whose position vector
is
- pI+ q~+ •..
- p + q +
where p, q, ... are real numbers, is called the centroid
or center of mean position.
The centroid of two points A, B with associated numbers
p, q, divides the line AB in the ratio q : p ( q and p
may be positive or negative).
The above equation and principles along with fundamental
operations introduced in Chapter I have been combined and
applied to familiar theorems in plane geometry.
CHAPTER III
VECTOR METHODS IN PLANE TRIGONOMETRY
The fundamental formulas of plane trigonometry as well
as other important and familiar formulas and laws follow
immediately from the scalar and vector products of vector
analysis introduced in Chapter I.
The fundamental formulas in trigonometry are those for
the sine and cosine of the difference of two angles and those
for the sine and cosine of the sum of two angles, namely:
cos (~ - 9) ~ cos 0 cos 6 + sin c~ sin 6
cos (0 + 6) ~ cos cos 6 — sin 0 sin 6
sin (0-6) ~ cosOsino — cosesinO
sin (0+0) ~ cosOsine + 00565mb
22
= x1T + 711 ---(23) ~: X2T+ 721 -(24)
By (19) and (20),
By (21) and (22),
1~Icos Q T + I~Isin 9 3.
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Formula 1.
To prove: cos(4) — 9) 003 cos 9 + sin ~ sin 9.
Given: any VOOtOrS,a and ~, in T - plane; ã makes LW














x1 ~ i~Icos 9
11 : r~1sin e













IbICOS ~ 1. + ISI sin ~
: lal I1~ICOS 9 003 0 4 i~IIS~sin ~ sin 9.
ab 008 (~, 5) ~ ab cos (0 — 9).
cos ( • — ~) : cos 0 cos o + sin • sin ~.
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Formula 2.
To prove: cos (4) + 9) ~ cos 4) cos .9 — sin ‘1) sin 9.
Given: any two vectors, ~ and ~, in the T 3~ - plane;
a makes an angle - 9 with! and ~ makes an angle + 4)
with! (figure 17).
— ~ sin 4) (28)
~ cos 4) (29)
sin (-9) ~ , : I~Isin (—9), y1~r~IsinQ(3O)
lal
X1 :i~cos(Q) ~I~Icos 9 --(31)














005 ~ i~~I ‘
By (24),
By (25), 008 (~) ~
: x1T - ~ ----(32)
By (30), (31), ~ cos ~ I — I~I sin 9 3.
By (28), (29), E ~ cos 4) I + I~I sin 4) 3.
By(9), ~ abcos9cos4)-absinQsin4).
By (7) , (25), a,b ~ ab cos (~, ~) = ab cos (4)~+ 9).
.
. . cos(~+Q) : oosocos4~-sin4)sin@.
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Fox~nula 3.
To prove: sin(4) - 9) ~ sin ~ cos 9 - sin 9 cos
Given: any vectors,~ and ~, in~T 3 - plane;
~ makes L9 with i and ~ makes ~4) with ~ ( figure 16).
By (23) and (24), ~ x = (x1! + y~3) x (x2T •
By (13)’ = (x1y2k — y1x~)
By (19) ~— (22), : (~ cos Q~ sin 4)). (~ sin 9 cos 4))
By (10), x U s E sin (~, U) ~ ~in ( 4) - 9
.e sin (4) — G)~ COB 9 s1~ 4) — 0034) ~ 9.
Formula 4.
To prove: sin ((I) 4 9) sin 4) cos 9 1 cos (~ sin 0.
Given: any vectors, ~ and U, in the T 3 - plane;
~ makes an angle (-9) with I, and U makes an angle 4)
with T (see figure 17).
By (32) and (33), i~ x U (x1! - x (x2T +
By (13), : x1y2k +
By (28) — (31), 005 9 sin 4) + ~ sin 9 008 4)
By (10), x U ~ sin (a, b)
~ sin (4) + 9)
• sin (4) I 9) sin 4) cos 9 + sin 9 cos 4).
Formula 5.
To prove: sin(4) + $) + sin(4) - 9) : 2 sin 4) cos 9.
The above formula follows from formulas (3) and (4)
upon performing the indicated addition.
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Formula 6.
To prove: sin(~ + 0) — sin(Ø — 0) : 2 005 • Sin 0.
The above formula follows from formulas (3) and (4)
upon performing the indicated subtraction.
Formula 7.
To prove: cos(~P ÷ 0) + cos(’P — 0) : 2 005 003 0.
The above formula follows from formulas (1) and (2)
upon performing the indicated addition.
Formula 8.
To prove: cos(~ + o) — oos(~ — 0) ~ —2 sin 4) sin 0.
The above formula follows from formulas (1) and (2)
upon performing the indicated subtraction.
Formula 9. -
To prove: tan (4, + 0) ~ tan 4)+~a~Q ~
Since tan(4) + 0) : ~
then, by formulas (4) and (2),
tan ((j) • — sin 4) cos 0 4 008 4) sin 0
005 4) 003 0 - sin (~ sin 0
Upon dividing each term of numerator and denominator by
003 4) 003 9,
we obtain
tan (4) + 0) taxi 4)÷tan 01 - tan4,tan0
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Formula 10.
tan 4) - tan 9
To prove: tan (4) - 0) : r. tan p tan ~
Since tan(~-9) ~
then by formulas (3) and (1),
— sin 4) 003 0 — 003 4) sin 9
tan(4)-Q) oos4)00sQ + sin~sin~
Upon dividing each term of numerator and denominator by
cos (J) cos 9, we get
tan 4)-tanO
tan (4)-Q) Z ].4 tan4) tan 9
Formula 11.
cot4)ootøl
To prove: cot ~ — cot • + cot~o
003 (4) + 0)
Since cot (4) + 9) ~ ~jj~ (4) 4. 9J ‘
then by formulas (2) and (4), we find
cos4)cos9 - sin4)sin9
cot (4) +9) ~ 4 cos 0 + sin ~ cosç
Upon dividing each term of numerator and denominator by
sin 4) sin 9, we obtain
cot (4) ~ 9) cot 4) cot 9 - 1cotO + cot4)
Formula 12.
To prove: cot (4) - 9) ~ tgOOt_Qco A
Since cot (4) - 0) ~ :~ ~: : :~ ~
then by formulas (1) and (3), we find
cot ~ - COB • 008 9 a. sin 4) sin @I ~
sin4)00sQ - sin0cos4)
by dividing each term of numerator and denominator by
sin I) sin 9, we finally get
cot 4) cot 9+ 1
cot ~‘v — 9) — cot o —
Law 1.
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To verify : o ~ a 4 b - 2 ab cos (a, b) ;
or, the square of one side of a triangle is equal to
the sum of the squares of the other two sides diminished
by twice the product of either of those sides by the












C2 : a2 + b2 - 2 ab cos (a, b).
To verify: ~2 — d2 ~ 4 ab cos (a, b),
or, the difference of the squares of the diagonals of
a parallelogram is equ*1 to four times~ the product of








Summary of Chapter III. In chapter III formulas of
vector analysis have been applied to verify formulas of
Plane Trigonometry.
The following formulas and laws have been proved:
1. Sine and Cosine of Sum of Two Angles.
2. Sine and Cosine of Difference of Two Angles.
3. Sum of the Sines of the Sum and Difference
of Two Angles.
4. Difference Of the Sines of the Sum and
Difference of Two Angl~.
5. Sum of the Oosines of the Sum and
Difference of Two Angles.
6. Difference of the Cosiflos of the Sum and
Difference of Two Angles.
7. Tangent and Cotangent of Sum of Two Angles.
8. Tangent and Cotangent of Difference of
Two Angles.
9. Law of Cosines.
10. Parallelogram Law of the Difference of





Vector algebra and vector geometry furnish a powerful
instrument in plane geometry and plane trigonometry although
this is only a part of the domains in which it renders its
greatest service. These domains of greatest service are
those of mechanics and mathematical physics.
Scalar or dot products and vector or cross products
along with general properties of mathematical vectors and
some laws of scalar quantities have made this rendition
possible.
It was not deemed necessary to make all possible
applications of vector methods to the above named branches
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